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Background
CCB’s work on marine litter within 2015 has focused on two main areas:
• Micro plastics: sources, effects and prevention
• Enabling monitoring: Training and use of existing monitoring tools to increase knowledge and data on
beach litter
Preliminary results of this work are presented in this document. The CCB’s Overview of mobile applications
(apps) designed to help fighting marine litter problem is also attached to this document.
Within 2016-2017, CCB plans to continue wide public awareness raising on the issue of marine litter, with a
further focus given to stormwater management, as well as riverine inputs and sources of microplastics from
other products (e.g. paints).

Action requested

The Meeting is invited to take note the attached information in relation to discussions on implementation
of the HELCOM RAP ML.
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Update on CCB’s work in the field of marine litter
Micro plastics: sources, effects and prevention
Involved NGOs from Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Russia and Belarus took part in a
workshop on microplastics in Bremen, Germany, on July 4th 2015. There, the project goals and outcomes
were discussed and information on product research had been given to ensure same approach. Every NGO
agreed on compiling a list with international and national personal care and cosmetic products (PCCP)
containing microplastics, which can be bought in shops and online-shops in each country. Research on
products was either done online or in shops. The collected lists include information on companies, product
names, plastic types and producers. Furthermore, texts on general facts and environmental problems of
marine litter/microplastics in the marine environment, based on international studies, were prepared as
information brochure and for the website publication. The brochure text was provided in English by
BUND/Friends of the Earth Germany and had been translated into national languages by NGOs. The brochure
layout was done by a layout designer in Bremen, Germany, and the printing by a company in Vilnius,
Lithuania. Furthermore, a campaign logo ‘Plastic Free Baltic’ was designed. The microplastic types had been
chosen in regard to the study of H. A. Leslie ‘A Review on Microplastics in Cosmetics’ published in July 2014.
Following microplastic ingredients were addressed in this project:
• Polyethylene
• Polypropylene
• Polyethylene-terephthalate
• Nylon-12
• Nylon-6
• Polyurethane
• Acrylates Copolymer
Project progress has been monitored by a Project Leader from Germany and supervised by a Working Area
Leader for Hazardous Substances and Marine Litter from CCB Secretariat. Additional project meetings were
carried out remotely (by Skype) as well as in relation to other CCB events in order to avoid unnecessary
travels.
The website www.ccb.se\plasticfreebaltic provides general information in English on the effects of
microplastics in the marine environment and on functions of addressed microplastic ingredients. The
information brochure is available as printed version and as web download in
English, www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-eng.pdf
Swedish, www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-swe2.pdf
Finish, www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-fin2.pdf
Russian, www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-ru.pdf
Estonian, www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-est.pdf
Latvian www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-let.pdf
Polish www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-pol2.pdf
and Lithuanian www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-lit.pdf
as well as for Belarus: www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Mikroplastikccb-by.pdf (also in Russian).
The product lists of each country are available as web download. The lists will be regularly updated by
national NGO’s. In addition to it, NGOs made a national campaign for awareness rising and spreading
information to a variable extent (see below).
Lithuania: Volunteers were briefed on product research for compiling data. Over 1000 products had been
assessed; current list contains ~ 500 products. Furthermore, local producers and retailers had been
addressed, a movie on visualizing microplastics in PCCP by filtration was done as well as an information text
published on website.
www.ccb.se/evidence2015/DraftProduct_List_Lithuania.pdf
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Poland: Current list contains ~ 300 products and a national program was established to assess the scale of
contamination and impact of anthropogenic waste on the Baltic Sea.
www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Product_List_Poland.pdf
Sweden/Finland: Product list is still in progress. Articles on the topic of microplastics had been published in
local newspapers.
Estonia: Current list contains ~ 200 products (www.ccb.se/evidence2015/Product_List_Estonia.pdf).
Information on microplastics had been published on social media and NGO website. Furthermore, a radio
interview on the topic was given in „NÕMMERAADIO“ channel.
Latvia: Schoolchildren from 18 rural schools were involved in cosmetic survey. Current list contains ~ 400
products and a movie on microplastics in PCCP was done.
Russia (St.Petersburg/Kaliningrad): Current list contains ~ 150 products. NGO made awareness rising
campaign among Russian-speaking audience for the distribution of the brochure combined with a press
conference involving environmentalists, water management officials and cosmetic producers.
www.ccb.se/evidence2015/DraftProduct_List_Russia.pdf
Belarus:
Center for Environmental Solutions started a small project on marine litter inputs and awareness in 2015,
that created a lot of media and public interest; marine litter brochure wsa updated and adapted to local
conditions; a mobile app on hazardous chemicals also contains information about micropalstics
(http://chemicals.ecoidea.by/); infographics for school children was elaborated also raising attention to
micropalstics problem
www.ccb.se/evidence2015/DraftProduct_List_Belarus.pdf
The work performed was communicated to various national (ministries and environmental protection
agencies) and international bodies (HELCOM, EUSBSR). Within HELCOM it has been addressed to HELCOM
HOD and HELCOM PRESSURE Groups in June and October 2015. The final results of the 2015 campaign will
be presented at HELCOM Stakeholder Conference on Marine Litter to be held in March 2016, in relation to
the annual meeting of the Helsinki Commission.
Enabling monitoring: Training and use of existing monitoring tools to increase knowledge and data on
beach litter
The work was performed in close cooperation with the European Environmental Agency (EEA) that has
initiated pan-European network of NGOs working in the field of marine litter. It was mainly devoted to
initiation of joint actions across Europe addressing marine litter problem, raising awareness of issue among
the stakeholders, as well as utilising joint platform and a mobile tool/smartphone app to work on collection
of data on marine litter occurring along the sea coasts in participating countries (MarineLitter Watch/MLW
http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/coast_sea/marine-litterwatch).
Participants of these activity from the CCB network (CCB Secretariat and BUND, Germany) were introduced
to MLW and trained how to use it at a workshop in May 2015, hosted by the EEA. Then the information on
the use and applicability of the MLW was disseminated through the CCB network mostly using electronic
media, promoting the use of a tool in national marine litter monitoring and clean-ups. Some information
about the MLW was also disseminated to CCB members in relation to other CCB events and campaigns, e.g.
the microplastic campaign (cf. 2.2.A). However, due to already available tools that are used nationally in
different countries, it was not applied evenly within 2015 through the whole network. Realising that variety
of similar tools (including mobile apps) are available for public use, a complementary activity a compilation
of information on such available tools was initiated through the CCB network, both addressing the monitoring
apps (both for clean-up and smart product selection), as well as those for raising awareness and influencing
behavioural change. A short information brochure about those apps was compiled by CCB Secretariat with a
view to be presented to various pan-Baltic regional fora, e.g. HELCOM Stakeholder Conference on Marine
Litter to be held in March 2016. The CCB’s work on marine litter (both monitoring and microplastics) was
presented to HELCOM HOD and PRESSURE Groups in June and October 2015.
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Due to the need of further training and compilation of baseline data it was suggested by the EEA, as a joint
platform provider, that actual pan-European coordinated clean-ups will be performed only in 2016
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Coalition Clean Baltic is a network of environmental NGOs sponsored by:
 Ecohome, Belarus  Danish Society for Nature Conservation  Estonian Green Movement  Finnish Association for Nature Conservation 
Finnish Society for Nature & Environment  Bund für Umwelt und Naturschutz Deutschland, BUND  Environmental Protection Club of
Latvia, VAK  Latvian Green Movement  Lithuanian Green Movement  Lithuanian Fund for Nature  Polish Ecological Club, PKE  Green
Federation - GAJA, Szczecin, Poland  Friends of the Baltic, St Petersburg, Russia  Green World, St Petersburg, Russia  The Guide
Environmental Group, Kaliningrad, Russia  Swedish Society for Nature Conservation  WWF Sweden  The Western Center of the
Ukrainian Branch of the World Laboratory, Lviv, Ukraine

Coalition Clean Baltic CCBnetwork
E-mail: secretariat@ccb.se www.ccb.se
Org. number: 802015-1281.
CCB is a member of The World Conservation Union (IUCN)

1. Marine debris/litter and beach monitoring
Marine LitterWatch
Marine LitterWatch (MLW) is a model developed by the European Environment Agency (EEA) which
combines citizen engagement and modern technology to tackle the problem of marine litter. It aims
to help fill data gaps on marine litter found on beaches relevant for EU marine environmental policy
(the Marine Strategy Framework Directive), while involving citizens in its collection and monitoring.
In addition, it allows for the gathering of data from clean-up initiatives.
The MLW app allows users organized in engaged communities to set-up events and conduct surveys
on items found on the beach. It uses a European master list of marine litter items. These are items
currently found on Europe’s beaches, for example, various plastic items, cigarette butts, bottles,
fishing materials, etc. The data submitted through the app is stored in a public central database
hosted by the EEA. It is then made available through the EEA website for national authorities,
research and society at large. With time, the public data collected by MLW should allow for a better
understanding of marine litter distribution and composition, and thus support its management.
MLW has been developed by the EEA in collaboration with the Marine Conservation Society, the
Institute for Water of the Republic of Slovenia, the North Sea Foundation and the PERSEUS FP7
research project.

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/marine-litterwatch/id850977882?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.litterwatch&hl=en
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_Marine-LitterWatch_WindowsPhone.html
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MarineDebrisTracker
The Marine Debris Tracker mobile application and tool that allows you to help make a difference by
telling us when you find trash on our coastlines and waterways. You can easily track and log marine
debris items from a list of common debris items found on the beach or in the water. The app is a tool
for any citizen, citizen scientists, and scientists. Data is kept and analyzed by the University of
Georgia. The app records the debris location through GPS and you can view the data on your phone
and submit to the Marine Debris Tracker Website for viewing and download later (requires
registration, which you can do from the app). Your username is shown on the website for only the
most recent 5 items tracked, but GPS coordinates are not shown. All downloadable and mapped data
with GPS coordinates is shown anonymously to the public. You can also share your tracking data
though a story on social media. More information is available on the website under "How do I Start
Tracking?". Marine Debris Tracker is a joint effort of the NOAA Marine Debris Program and the
Southeast Atlantic Marine Debris Initiative (SEA-MDI) out of the University of Georgia College of
Engineering. See our website for more information http://www.marinedebris.engr.uga.edu/

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/marinedebristracker/id432758761?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=edu.uga.engr.geolog.marined
ebristrack&hl=en
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_Marine-Debris-Tracker_WindowsPhone.html
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The Ocean Cleanup Survey App
The Ocean Cleanup develops technologies to extract, prevent, and intercept plastic pollution. This
requires research into the amount, kind and whereabouts of the pollution. Through the Visual Survey
app, anyone on a boat on the ocean can help contribute data. Start a survey, look at the ocean for 30
minutes (we'll keep an eye on the time for you) and log the debris you see in the app. The Ocean
Cleanup will use the data to make important decisions. The data will also be open for other scientists
to use.
The Visual Survey app replaces the paper forms that were previously used for this purpose.
Disclaimer: The GPS will be actively running during a survey. Continued use of GPS running in the
background can dramatically decrease battery life.

Available for iOS, Android
Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/the-ocean-cleanup-surveyapp/id999527436?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.theoceancleanup.surveya
pp&hl=en
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Global Alert – Floating Trash
Be part of the solution! Help stop plastic pollution in our waters and ocean. Global Alert is a trashreporting app that lets you map out trash hot-spots in our waterways, with a main focus on plastic
waste in rivers, streams, lakes, and coastlines. The information you submit to the Global Alert map
will help groups in your community to better decide where cleanups should take place, and where
long-term catchment devices can be placed.
Imagine rivers and streams to be like blood vessels that go to your heart, and your heart is the ocean.
If we can stop plastic waste from “flowing through” our blood vessels, we will all be a lot healthier as
a result. You can be part of this worldwide effort to remove plastic waste from our waters, resulting
in all kinds of good news for our communities, and of course the ocean, which is downstream to
everything.
- Map trash sites on the public Global Alert map by uploading photos and data.
- Make a difference. Connect with community steward organizations or cleanup teams anywhere you
go. Even if you can’t help with a cleanup and just want to report trash hot-spots, your information is
a huge help to other stakeholders who can help to make improvements once they know where those
sites are!
- Download public data. Use the map of trash hot-spots for science, school projects, raising
awareness, or working with local governments to create cleaner waters.
- Free to use, log in and start reporting!
Officially endorsed by the World Bank’s Global Partnership for Oceans as the official trash hot-spot
reporting app!
Global Alert was developed through funding provided by the Global Partnership for Oceans (GPO),
and under the strategic objectives of the Plastic Waste Management Program, as part of the GPO
Pollution Component.

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/global-alert-floatingtrash/id938599942?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.oceans&hl=en
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_Global-Alert-Global_WindowsPhone.html
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Marine Defenders
The Marine Defenders app is a mobile tool for documenting, mapping and reporting oil pollution,
marine debris and biological events. All reports are mapped on line at www.marinedefenders.com.
Oil Spill reports will be sent on to the National Response Center in Washington, DC, and passed along
to the US Coast Guard.
You can use the app to report three marine hazards: oil spills, marine debris and biological events like
jellyfish, algael blooms and endangered marine animals. The app is photo and GPS-enabled, which
allows your volunteers and researchers to take pictures of what they find and then to post their
reports to interactive maps in real time. In addition to being added to the public Marine Defenders
database, oil spill reports are also sent to the National Response center.
The Marine Defenders Project was produced by Common Good Productions for the SUNY Maritime
College
Marine Defenders is a public educational project created with funding from the National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation and with additional support from the American Littoral Society.
The views and conclusions contained in this app are those of the authors and should not be
interpreted as representing the opinions or policies of the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.
Mention of trade names or commercial products does not constitute their endorsement by the
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/marine-defenders/id540964894?mt=8
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Clean Swell
Join a global movement to keep beaches, waterways and the ocean trash free. Head out to your
favorite beach and use the app to easily record each item of trash you collect. Then share your effort
with family and friends.
With Clean Swell, simply “Start Collecting” trash wherever you are around the world and the data
you collect will instantaneously upload to Ocean Conservancy’s global ocean trash database. These
data deliver a global snapshot of ocean trash, providing researchers and policy-makers insight to
inform solutions. Join the thousands of International Coastal Cleanup® volunteers who are working
for a cleaner ocean by picking up the millions of pounds of trash that wash onto beaches around the
world. Even check out your Cleanup history, so anytime, anywhere you can see the impact you’ve
had on making our ocean a cleaner and healthier ecosystem.
* Record every item of trash you collect.
* Share your Cleanup results and impact with friends via Facebook, Twitter, and email.
* Track your total distance cleaned.
* See the total weight of the trash you collect.
* Keep a historical record of your Cleanup efforts.
* Create ocean trash solutions by contributing to a global database and helping to identify trends.
* Learn scientific facts about the impact of trash on ocean animals and what you can do to help.

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/clean-swell/id985692119?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.oceanconservancy.cleans
well&hl=en
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_Clean-Swell_Windows-Phone.html
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1. Waste management
SmileTrashpic
SmileTrashpic is developed as part of SMILE project and supported financially by the EU LIFE+Environmental Policy & Governance programme. It allows to report the presence of abandoned
waste in an surrounding Maremola river basin (municipalities of Pietra Ligure, Tovo san Giacomo,
Giustenice e Magliolo). Reports will be collected by a monitoring system installed on SMILE Project's
website http://www.life-smile.eu and managed by moderators which will forward relevant
information to the pertaining authorities.
SMILE project aims to decrease marine litter in coastal areas.
More info can be found on the website.

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/smiletrashpic/id894362232?ls=1&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=coop.diciannove.smile
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_SmileTrashpic_Windows-Phone.html
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TrashOut - eliminate illegal dumping (Let's do it! World partner)
Languages: English, Slovenčina, Čeština, Polski, Español, Deutsch, Français, Pусский, Român,
Український
This application allows you to locate and report illegal dumps in your neighborhood, your city or
anywhere else in the world.
More than 30 000+ illegal dumps located so far. You are amazing guys!
TrashOut is the best smartphone app for year 2012 by apps.rulezz.sk
This project helps ordinary people to have impact on their environment and to be easily involved.
TrashOut data will support local institutions, organisations and governments to improve situation in
the world.
Features:
- report illegal dumps
- support for offline reporting (report will be send when you get online)
- mark cleaned illegal dumps
- update photos of illegal dumps
- get beautiful badges as a reward for your activities
- see illegal dumps on TrashMap
- all reports are synced within your account
- report illegal dumps anonymously

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/trashout-eliminateillegal/id501471692?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=me.trashout&hl=en
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_TrashOut-Let-s-do-it-partner_WindowsPhone.html
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2. National apps
Our Waters – Clean Coasts
Clean coasts to Our Waters app is aimed to raise awareness about environmental state of Russian
water resources and to allow participants of coastal cleanup actions to share their achievements and
tell about their favourite water bodies.

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/app/voda-rossii-cistye-berega/id887879215
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ironwaterstudio.water&h
l=en
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3. Microplastic – public awareness
Beat the Microbead
More and more cosmetics contain microbeads, tiny plastic beads. These microplastics are a hazard to
our environment.
It can be hard to determine if a product contains these microbeads. The North Sea Foundation
(Stichting de Noordzee) and the Plastic Soup Foundation have developed an app to easily check if a
product contains microbeads.
With this app you can check if a product contains microbeads by just scanning the barcode with your
iPhone camera.
This new version of the APP recognizes many more products and has localised product listings. New
countries are continuously added, so chances are that your country is included or will be included
soon. Beat the Micro Bead is now a truly worldwide campaign!

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/beat-the-microbead/id573546717?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.plasticsoupfoundation.mic
robeads&hl=en
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_Beat-the-Microbead_WindowsPhone.html
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CosmEthics
A mobile application developed in Finland. By scanning the barcode of a product, the app tells you if
the product contains ingredients that are banned by the EU such as parabens, phthalates,
formaldehyde etc. The app links to Wikipedia and research articles for more information of the
ingredients. Currently the database contains information (INCI information, images, and barcodes) of
40,000 cosmetic products and ingredients, including almost 2,000 ingredients forbidden in the EU.




7 default alerts that include ingredients such as formaldehyde, parabens, phthalates and
ingredients banned by the EU.
CosmEthic’s ready-made lists include Aluminium, Plastics, Vegan, Fragrance Allergens, UV
Filter Concern List and Conscious Consumer, to name a few.
Under the setting ‘My Alerts’ you can create your own "hotlist" of ingredients you want to
avoid, e.g. due to allergies. The app will suggest alternative products based on your
preferences. It is possible to make purchases online through the app.

The company that developed the app can also analyse the contents of specific products. By voting
and crowd funding you can promote products that should be tested.

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/app/cosmethics/id914459346
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cosmethics.pgclient&hl=en
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4. Education
MarineLitter MOOC
These videos introduce you to the world of marine litter. The magnitude and complexity of the
problem is illustrated by showing the main sources, fate and impacts of marine litter. It furthermore
emphasizes the need for collaborative action at different spatial scales and across different cultures
to prevent and reduce marine litter. This requires motivated, knowledgeable and actionable people.
The aim of the MOOC on marine litter is to provide these people with the necessary knowledge, tools
and instruments to take effective action against marine litter, either as a leader or an expert.
https://www.marinelittermooc.org

Available for
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.ounl.btb.mooccaster&hl=
en
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5. Games for adults and kids – awareness raising tools
Battle for Big Blue
Made by RAW for the Oceans, featuring sounds by Pharrell Williams, Battle For Big Blue is the
nautical journey teaching us a thing or two about the severity of pollution in our seas.
Enter the underwater world in Battle for Big Blue to fight ocean pollution. Travel across the world’s
five oceans, dodge dangers, and collect as much plastic as you can.
COLLECT PLASTIC BOTTLES
Capture the floating bottles to remove them from our oceans.
NAVIGATE 5 OCEANS
Swim your way through five levels of oceans, from Atlantic to Pacific.
COMPETE WITH FRIENDS
Use Facebook Connect to challenge your friends and track their achievements.
PLAY AGAINST PHARRELL
Pharrell has accepted the challenge, think you can beat him?

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/battle-for-big-blue/id1015412075?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gstar.rawfortheoceans.bi
gblue&hl=en
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Ocean Quests
Swipe the rubbish to recycle it, prevent pollution and protect the ocean and it's creatures!
Unhappy about the neglect of the oceans and want to do more for the turtles, dolphins and all the
other sea creatures? Download this app and you'll generate a donation to an ocean charity that will
help protect the seas.
Want to do more? Sign up when you download the app and then every time you play this great game
our sponsors will make a further donation to an ocean charity, so get playing and tell your frieds too.
Check out all the latest news and charities being supported by tapping the "Ocean News" button
inside the app.
Gameplay:
- Swipe the plastic waste to recycle it
- Protect the turtles and dolphins from touching the plastic waste
- Game ends when the pollution bar hits max

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ocean-quests/id504133886?mt=8
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Marine Missions
Explore with Jacques the hermit crab and learn that a healthy ocean is a healthy world!
This app from National Geographic Kids teaches children about ocean animals and the importance of
water conservation in a fun and interactive adventure game.
Help Jacques on his mission to clean up the world's ocean!
• Travel the world to clean up polluted spots.
• Save Jacques' tools from a whirlpool, scurry past blowholes, and surf up tidal bores!
• Build your own unique creatures in the Creature Builder, and learn about real-life animals with the
"WhatsIt Wand."
National Geographic Kids inspires young adventurers to explore the world through award-winning
magazines, books, apps, games, toys, videos, events, and a website, and is the only kids brand with a
world-class scientific organization at its core.

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/marine-missions/id669505900?mt=8
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Neptoons Net
Neptoon's Net - Oceanic Cleanup Adventure! The world's oceans are polluted and Neptoon needs
your help! Join Neptoon in a global cleanup adventure where you take part in making our planet a
better place! Throw, bounce, and collect all the floating trash into Neptoon's Net! Many of the
ocean's animals are here to help you on the job - Toss the trash to them for a helping hand or fin!!
The ocean is Neptoon's home, and he wants it clean for everyone to enjoy. Can you help clean up the
planet?
What people are saying:
"Great game with a good message!" -Jumpingyoshi
"Sure to keep you entertained!" - Noobsource.com
"Addictive and Insane" - KenMan556
"Amazing Game!" - AndyMc8.
The world's oceans are polluted and Neptoon needs your help! Join Neptoon in a global cleanup
adventure where you take part in making our planet a better place! Throw, bounce, and collect all
the floating trash into Neptoon's Net! Many of the ocean's animals are here to help you on the job Toss the trash to them for a helping hand or fin!! The ocean is Neptoon's home, and he wants it clean
for everyone to enjoy. Can you help him clean up the planet?
Features
* 60 exciting and challenging levels!
* Challenge yourself in "Quick Play" mode!
* Adorable animal helpers!
* Cute and fun artwork!
* Good Clean Fun!!!
* Eco Friendly!!
*10% of all purchase proceeds go to foundations devoted to oceanic cleanup efforts across the
globe.
Visit http://www.neptoonsnet.com for more info.

Available for
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.MagicInkGames.Neptoon
sNet&hl=en
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_Neptoon-s-Net_Windows-Phone.html
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New Baby Beach Cleanup
Somebody Save the sea ... !!!
A storm has hit the sea leaving it completely destroyed. The beach needs your help! Save: All area
throw All Waste In The Dustbin, All Clean Dust And fix: All Broken item
Visit All area para arrange Each instance of the city, like the beach, Clean of All area and ConvertiRSE
in the super Hero For All ... !!!

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/tz/app/new-baby-beachcleanup/id966535191?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kids.NewBabyBeachClean
Up&hl=en
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Ocean Doctor
Hi, dear Libii fans, are you ready to be a doctor and realize your responsibility in the vast sea? Now
let’s board the ship LIBII to unveil the mysterious ocean!
However, the cute sea creatures meet some problems now and they are all looking for your help!
And our Ocean Doctor happens to bring you a great chance to rescue the “citizens of the sea”.
This time, not only can you sightsee the ocean, but also learn about the various sea creatures! Now
please come here to save your little friends and enjoy the charm of Sea with them!!
How to play:
Open the Ocean Doctor, you’ll find a ship with a doctor appearing in the sea, click the ship or the
doctor to start the game. Here you can control the submarine by sliding the screen, the farther you
slide, the quicker submarine moves. When under the sea, you can see different kinds of animals
around you, once you get close to one of them, you can see a tip showing the reason of its sickness.
Then stand by or tap “the patient”, you’ll bring it to the treatment room. In this room, you need to
use different medical instruments to cure the little creatures, such as seeking the lost teeth for dull
shark, or finding the missing ray for starfish. Oh, the whales, sea horses, clownfishes and other cute
creatures are also there waiting for you! After curing them, you still need to solve some difficult
problems, which can win you lots of prizes! So please take the responsibility of being an ocean doctor
and become their guardian angel!

Available for
https://itunes.apple.com/gm/app/ocean-doctor/id880619256?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.libiitech.oceandoctor&hl
=en
http://windowsphoneapk.com/APK_Ocean-Doctor_Windows-Phone.html
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6. General public awareness
Oceans
The abundance of water on the Earth's surface is an exceptional feature that distinguishes our "Blue
Planet" from others. Beyond the species that inhabit them, the oceans are essential to all living
organisms on Earth. Thanks to the oceans, clouds and rainfall are produced, allowing vital water to
reach all terrestrial ecosystems and human communities.
Therefore, CEMEX has dedicated the 19th edition of its Conservation Book Series, entitled Oceans:
Heart of Our Blue Planet, to raising awareness of the critical importance of our planet's marine
ecosystems. Together with the printed publication, we’ve released the first electronic edition of this
lavishly illustrated book. We aim to reach broad audiences to inspire actions that help maintain
healthy oceans.
CEMEX is greatly honored to have collaborated with a number of highly respected organizations in
the publication of this new book, including the International League of Conservation Photographers,
Conservation International, and the New England Aquarium and Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute, among others.
We sincerely hope this book will inspire actions that help maintain healthy oceans for the
sustainability of our planet and society.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/oceans/id478004100?mt=8

Trashed
Starring Jeremy Irons, Trashed looks at the risks to the food chain and the
environment through pollution of our air, land and sea by waste. The film
reveals surprising truths about very immediate and potent dangers to our
health. It is a global conversation from Iceland to Indonesia between the
film star Jeremy Irons and scientists, politicians and ordinary individuals
whose health and livelihoods have been fundamentally affected by waste
pollution. Visually and emotionally the film is both horrific and beautiful: an
interplay of human interest and political wake-up call. But it ends on a
message of hope: showing how the risks to our survival can easily be
averted through sustainable approaches that provide far more employment
than the current 'waste industry'.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/movie/trashed/id638870590
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